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Rod Thompson
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Oregon Department of Transportation
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455 Airport Rd SE, Bldg. B
Salem, OR 97301
RE:

Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Salem River Crossing

Mr. Thompson:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the Salem River Crossing Project Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and Land Use Technical Report. The department offers
the following comments to help ensure that all applicable land use requirements are satisfied. We
are submitting this revised comment letter to make minor corrections to our letter dated June 18.
1. Include sufficient information to support land use approvals
The State Agency Coordination (SAC) rules in Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) chapter
731, division 15 describe how land use requirements are addressed in the planning process
required by the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). OAR 731-015-0075(2)
provides:
Goal compliance and plan compatibility shall be analyzed in conjunction with the
development of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement or Environmental
Assessment. The environmental analysis shall identify and address relevant land
use requirements in sufficient detail to support subsequent land use decisions
necessary to authorize the project. (Emphasis added)
Any alternatives that propose transportation improvements on rural lands outside the urban
growth boundary (UGB) would require exceptions to Statewide Planning Goals 3, 11, and 14.
Specifically, the DEIS and Land Use Technical Report indicate that all of the proposed build
alternatives, except for Alternative 2A, would require goal exceptions to Goal 3 (Agriculture),
Goal 11 (Public Facilities), and Goal 14 (Urbanization). An exception to Goal 15 (Willamette
Greenway) would also be required for the build alternatives (see section 6 below).
The information, analysis, and findings provided in the Land Use Technical Report and the DEIS
are not sufficiently detailed to support approval of the goal exceptions and other necessary land
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use approvals by local governments, which may include the City of Salem, the City of Keizer
and Polk County.
2. Set thresholds for considering alternatives that require exceptions
The exceptions process requires identifying criteria and setting thresholds for evaluating whether
non-exception alternatives are “unreasonable” in terms of cost, other impacts or effectiveness.
The findings need to justify a threshold for “reasonable” for each standard, with the
understanding that non-exception alternatives may not perform as well as alternatives requiring
exceptions, but may nonetheless be reasonable. The requirement is in OAR 660-012-0070(6):
To determine the reasonableness of alternatives to an exception under sections (4)
and (5) of this rule, cost, operational feasibility, economic dislocation and other
relevant factors shall be addressed. The thresholds chosen to judge whether an
alternative method or location cannot reasonably accommodate the proposed
transportation need or facility must be justified in the exception.
The DEIS and Land Use Report do not include this type of analysis, yet seem to be driving
toward a conclusion that Build Alternative 2A should be dropped as unreasonable.
The analysis would also need to evaluate minor revisions to the alternative that does not require
exceptions to goals 3, 11, and 14 (Build Alternative 2A) that would avoid other undesirable
impacts or improve performance. For example, there may be refinements that would reduce
congestion to a reasonable level. There may be refinements that would reduce impacts to Marion
Square Park (see section 4 regarding 4(f) resources below).
3. Revise traffic estimates
The extent to which Alternative 2A fails to meet performance standards is over-estimated
because the analysis is based on an assumption that traffic levels will continue to grow steadily.
Actual volumes have been essentially flat over the last ten years, reflecting the increased price of
gas and other long-term changes in travel behavior, and traffic levels are already well below the
estimate in the DEIS. The traffic analysis for the DEIS should be revised to reflect these changes
in travel trends and lower traffic levels.
4. Consider impacts to 4(f) resources
The DEIS seems to suggest that Alternative 2A should be dropped because of its impact to
Marion Square Park, a resource covered by section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act
of 1966. This conclusion is not supported by an appropriate balancing test, and does not consider
the potential to reduce the impact through minor revisions to Alternative 2A.
The DEIS does not provide information or analysis to support conclusions about whether 4(f)
impacts would be significant or not. An appendix to the Draft 4(f) Evaluation includes a short
letter from City of Salem staff which states the City’s conclusions regarding significant 4(f)
impacts for the Build Alternatives, but does not explain how the impacts were evaluated or what
threshold was used for concluding that some impacts are de minimis and thus acceptable, while
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others are significant. To justify a goal exception, the findings would need to set specific
thresholds for determining whether 4(f) impacts are acceptable or not.
FHWA has provided detailed guidance for applying section 4(f) to determine whether impacts
are acceptable.1 The FHWA guidance states that 4(f) is not an automatic fatal flaw to eliminate a
build alternative from consideration. An alternative cannot be eliminated from further
consideration without applying a balancing test to the 4(f) impact.
The 4(f) process also allows, even encourages, considering refinements that could reduce 4(f)
impacts to an acceptable level (de minimis). For example, consideration should be given to
revisions to Build Alternative 2A that would reduce 4(f) park impacts to acceptable levels. The
impact to Marion Square Park is a proposed ramp from Commercial Street to a widened Marion
Street Bridge. The proposed ramp would diagonally cross a corner of the park property and
necessitate removal of several trees in the park. It may be possible to make minor revisions to
this design to tighten the curve that would greatly reduce the 4(f) impact with minimal loss of
functionality. A more significant revision might be to provide a ramp from Commercial and
Front Streets rather than the proposed ramp location that impacts Marion Square Park.
5. Non-Exception Alternative
Based on the information in the DEIS and the consideration described above, it appears that there
is a reasonable alternative that does not require an exception to Goals 3, 11 and 14. That
alternative is Build Alternative 2A. This conclusion is based on the following:
1) Build Alternative 2A is more cost-effective and provides a substantial
improvement in performance at much lower cost. The large costs of other build
alternatives likely exceed the threshold for a reasonable cost.
2) Completely meeting all performance standards is not an appropriate threshold
because the cost such an alternative would greatly exceed funding that is likely to
be available for the Salem River Crossing project. An alternative that significantly
improves performance would be reasonable.
3) It is not reasonable to use peak hour congestion as the sole performance measure
because many of the project goals are all-day or non-peak factors (freight
mobility) or emergency access.
4) Peak hour performance can be effectively addressed by non-structural actions,
such as Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures and tolling.
5) Policies in the Oregon Highway Plan allow for alternative mobility standards.
They should be considered here.
6) Negatives impacts (e.g., 4(f) resource) could be mitigated by minor revisions and
should be balanced against other negative impacts (e.g., rural land).
6. Exception to Goal 15
The Land Use Technical Report notes that the build alternatives may require an exception to
Goal 15 (Willamette Greenway), and that more study and analysis is needed to determine
1

FHWA Section 4(f) Policy Paper, March 1, 2005, Office of Planning, Environment and Realty,
Project Development and Environmental Review – Federal Highway Administration
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whether an exception is actually needed. After careful study of Goal 15 and the Willamette
Greenway requirements, we conclude that an exception to Goal 15 is needed for all of the build
alternatives presented in the DEIS. This includes Build Alternative 2A to widen the existing
bridge because that would qualify as an intensification of use.
The requirements related to an exception to Goal 15 are generally similar to, but with one key
difference from, the requirements for the potential exceptions to Goals 3, 11 and 14 described
above. The similarity is that the DEIS must contain “sufficient detail to support subsequent land
use decisions necessary to authorize the project” as described in section 1 above.
The difference is that all of the build alternatives would require an exception to Goal 15, thus the
analysis will not involve the reasonableness thresholds described in section 2 above. Instead the
criteria are found in OAR 660-012-0070(7)(b):
Determine whether the net adverse impacts associated with the proposed exception
site, with mitigation measures designed to reduce adverse impacts, are significantly
more adverse than the net impacts from other locations which would also require an
exception. A proposed exception location would fail to meet this requirement only if
the affected local government concludes that the impacts associated with it are
significantly more adverse than the other identified exception sites. (Emphasis added)
Conclusion
A supplement is needed to both the DEIS and Land Use Technical Report to more fully analyze
the criteria for goal exceptions and land use decisions, with sufficient detail to support local
decisions. The purpose of the SAC program is to ensure that land use requirements are addressed
in a timely way in the planning process so that projects can move smoothly through both NEPA
and land use approvals. Issuing a supplement to the DEIS and Land Use Technical Report in
sufficient detail prior to the approval of the FEIS will ensure that land use approvals do not delay
or derail the project after the NEPA process is complete.
We would be more than happy to assist ODOT in meeting the land use requirements for the
Salem River Crossing project, and we appreciate the opportunity to comment on the DEIS and
Land Use Technical Report. Please do not hesitate to contact either Gary Fish, TransportationLand Use Planner (503-373-0050 x254; gary.fish@state.or.us) or myself (503-373-0050 x272;
matthew.crall@state.or.us) if you have any questions regarding our comments.

Yours truly,

Matthew Crall
Planning Services Division Manager
cc:

Cindy Callahan, FHWA
Gary Fish, DLCD Transportation-Land Use Planner
Angela Lazarean, DLCD Regional Representative

United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
620 SW Main Street, Suite 201
Portland, Oregon 97205-3026
9043.1
IN REPLY REFER TO:

ER12/266
Electronically Filed
August 23, 2012
Rod Thompson
ODOT Region 2
455 Airport Road SE, Building B
Salem, Oregon 97301
Dear Mr. Thompson:
On June 8, 2012, the U.S. Department of the Interior (Department) submitted a letter to you
stating that we had no comments to offer regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) and Section 4(f) Evaluation for the Salem River Crossing, Marion and Polk Counties,
Oregon. Although the comment period for the DEIS has ended, the Department respectfully
submits the following comments focused on the Section 4(f) evaluation for the project.
SECTION 4(f) EVALUATION COMMENTS
The DEIS examines three crossing locations over the Willamette River for a new bridge in
Salem, as well as a "No Build" option. Identified and analyzed within the three crossing
locations are variations in bridge alignments or connections to the existing road system, resulting
in eight different alternatives.
Based on the information provided in the DEIS, Alternative 3 appears to be a feasible and
prudent "avoidance" option to the use of 4(f) lands in the area of potential effect. This
alternative appears to consider all reasonable measures to minimize or avoid environmental
effects. Alternative 4a includes a "de minimus" determination regarding minimal use of 4(f)
lands.
In terms of Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) protected parks within the area of
potential effect for the proposed transportation improvements, the document concludes that
portions of Wallace Marine Park are not a 4(f) protected property; however, some of these areas
are within the 6(f) protected boundary and may still be subject to the relevant conversion
requirements. Additional research will be required with the assistance of the municipalities
involved. It also will be necessary for National Park Service (NPS) to concur with the
conversion footprint before the transportation agencies finalize their analysis, including any
potential for impacts associated with temporary encroachments.

Riverfront Park is also a LWCF protected park but is not identified as such in the DEIS.
Portions of Riverfront Park were acquired for conversion replacement purposes and are therefore
protected under section 6(f)3 of the LWCF act as though it had itself received grant funds.
Based on information in the DEIS, it appears as though road impacts will be outside the 6(f)
boundary; however, if design changes are made, or if there are any temporary access restrictions
at this park, then conversion considerations may be required at this park as well.
Thank you for the opportunity to review this document. For further information or to obtain
guidance necessary for addressing these matters in the Final EIS, please contact Ms. Heather
Ramsay, Program Officer, National Park Service, State & Local Assistance Programs, 909 First
Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104-1060 at (206) 220-4123. If you have any other questions, please
contact me at (503) 326-2489.

Sincerely,

Allison O’Brien
Regional Environmental Officer

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 10
1200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 900
Seattle, WA 98101-3140
OFFICE OF
ECOSYSTEMS, TRIBAL AND
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

June 18, 2012

Ms. Cindy Callahan
Federal Highway Administration
530 Center Street NE, Suite 420
Salem, Oregon 97301
Mr. Rod Thompson
Senior Environmental Project Manager
Oregon Department of Transportation
455 Airport Road SE, Bldg. B
Salem, Oregon 97301
Re:

Salem River Crossing Project, Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Draft
Section 4(f) Evaluation (EPA Region 10 Project Number: 12-0017-FHW).

Dear Ms. Callahan and Mr. Thompson:
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the Salem River Crossing Project Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. We are submitting comments in accordance with our responsibilities
under the National Environmental Policy Act and Section 309 of the Clean Air Act.
To accommodate forecasted traffic congestion in the project area, FHWA, ODOT and City of Salem
propose to build a widened or new east-west crossing of the Willamette River in Salem. Eight Build
alternatives are analyzed, which are located at one of three bridge crossing locations: at the existing
bridges (Alternatives 2A and 2B); at Hope Avenue to Tryon Avenue (Alternative 3); and at Hope
Avenue to Pine and Hickory Streets (Alternatives 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D, 4E). No preferred alternative is
identified. The proposed project would result in substantial residential and business displacements and
could potentially affect park/recreation and historic properties. The project proponents have engaged
resource agencies through the Oregon Collaborative Environmental and Transportation Agreement on
Streamlining (CETAS) process during project development to incorporate environmental information
and obtain concurrence on the range of alternatives. FHWA and ODOT state that they have designed the
Build Alternatives to avoid and minimize impacts to habitat, floodplains, and wetlands to the extent
possible.
Overall, the Draft EIS does a good job of presenting a range of alternatives and analyzing their
advantages, disadvantages, and impacts. We appreciate the comparison tables, such as, Tables 3.1-35
and 3.21-1, which help to illustrate the similarities and differences among alternatives. We are assigning
the Draft EIS a rating of EC-2, Environmental Concerns - Insufficient Information. An explanation of
this rating is enclosed. Our specific concerns, information needs, and recommendations are provided
below:

Natural Systems, Communities, and Water Resources
We appreciate the initiative that FHWA and ODOT have shown in incorporating the Oregon
Conservation Strategy to identify strategic habitat areas within the project area, and evaluating how the
project will affect some of the key conservation goals and issues. This approach seems to provide a more
holistic assessment of local and regionally significant ecosystems and their conservation needs. We also
appreciate the evaluations regarding invasive species.
However, more clarification is needed to support the determination that there would be greater net
benefits to several resources, such as, water quality, wetland habitats, and invasive species, with the
Build Alternatives as compared to the No Action Alternative. Many of the practices proposed (use of
Best Management Practices, stormwater treatment, etc.) are helpful and likely to be effective in the
short-term, but the specifics of how those net benefits would be achieved in the long-term are not
provided. It is also unclear whether or not any of the water quality improvement measures described in
the Draft EIS would be applied to the existing bridges and roadways if one of the new bridge options is
chosen as the preferred alternative.
Recommendations: In the Final EIS, clarify the types and locations of stormwater treatment that
would be associated with the various alternatives. Include additional information regarding
ODOT’s Noxious Weed Control Program and how it would achieve long-term maintenance and
control of invasive species.
The Draft EIS acknowledges there will be an increased amount of impervious surfaces that will result
from the Build Alternatives and the related implications for reduced groundwater recharge and low
summer instream flows. However, the Draft EIS does not discuss the potential use of Low Impact
Development techniques either within or outside the project footprint to mitigate or offset the new
impervious surfaces.
Recommendation: Visit the Green Highways website at
http://www.greenhighwayspartnership.org/ for ways to potentially increase permeability in the
project area. Consider “de-paving” areas to offset new pavement within affected watersheds.
Transportation Demand Management
Based on the transportation analysis, no one alternative appears to provide the long-term congestion
relief that one might expect from such an infrastructure investment. While there are more hours of travel
delay associated with the No Action Alternative, it seems to perform better than the Build Alternatives
with respect to congestion at several key intersections. Energy use, criteria pollutants, and greenhouse
gas emissions are all lower with Alternative 4B, which would both widen the existing bridges and
construct a new bridge. This alternative would seem to maximize the incentive to drive, which, along
with construction impacts, could increase energy use and emissions, so it is unclear how the conclusions
about these environmental results were reached.
We appreciate that the traffic analysis (p. 2-106) assumes an aggressive expansion of transit and
alternative modes (the analysis assumes that there will be an 8% reduction in peak-hour traffic,
representing a 3 to 4-fold increase in transit and non-motorized use). This is to ensure that the need for
highway capacity is not overstated and to illustrate the ability of alternative travel modes to extend the
2

capacity-bearing life of the proposed facility. The SKATS MPO RTSP travel demand model projection
of only a 1 to 2% peak-hour increase in alternative travel modes are also applied in the discipline report
analyses to represent a “worst case” scenario. We note that the use of pricing strategies has been
considered as a means to reduce peak-period traffic congestion on the existing bridges (p. 1-10) and that
the 2031 Regional Transportation System Plan recommends considering tolls for the new bridge (p. 111, 2-107). Whether used as a pricing strategy or as a means to finance the new bridge, tolls would serve
as an effective means to extend facility capacity-related life as well as to increase use of alternative
travel modes. We recommend that serious consideration be given to applying this effective
transportation demand management strategy.
Recommendations:
• In the Final EIS, explain how the 8% less peak-hour traffic will be achieved.
• Work with the local transit agency to better align trip travel times for origin-destination
pairs across the River with the time it takes for an automobile to make the trip. For
example, the existing 47 minute trip involving a bus transfer as compared to a 7 minute
trip via automobile creates a strong incentive to drive in order to save time (p. 3-14).
• Provide more information and analysis in the Final EIS regarding the potential benefits,
feasibility, and likelihood of applying tolls as an effective transportation demand
management and/or project financing strategy. Consider conducting a study that would
illustrate the potential for using tolls to reduce travel demand and thereby minimize
capacity expansions and long-term environmental impacts.
Air Quality during Construction
The DEIS states (p. 3-450) that contractors will comply with ODOT standard specifications in Section
290. It would be helpful to disclose in the NEPA document what air pollution control measures are
included in this Section. Listed examples include vehicle equipment idling restrictions, burn restrictions,
dust control measures, and permitting. We would like to see an expansion of Section 290 to include a
full suite of measures to minimize overall construction emissions and exposure for nearby residents and
businesses as well as construction workers.
Recommendations:
• See the Clean Construction USA website at http://www.epa.gov/otaq/diesel/construction/ for
examples of construction mitigation measures that may not be included in Section 290.
• Consider additional mitigation measures, including a measure to address preventative
maintenance of construction equipment, use of newer construction vehicles and equipment,
and/or engine retrofits to further strengthen the standard specifications.
• For dust control, in order to avoid introducing additional toxic pollutants to soil, groundwater,
surface water, and air, use water rather than chemicals or oil (p. 3-450).
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Thank you for the opportunity to offer comment on the Salem River Crossing Draft EIS. If you have
questions or would like to discuss these comments please contact me at (206) 553-1601 or by email at
reichgott.christine@epa.gov, or you may contact Elaine Somers of my staff at (206) 553-2966 or by
email at somers.elaine@epa.gov, or Yvonne Vallette in our Oregon Operations Office at (503) 326-2716
or by email at vallette.yvonne@epa.gov.
Sincerely,

Christine B. Reichgott, Manager
Environmental Review and Sediment Management Unit
Enclosure
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Rating System for
Draft Environmental Impact Statements
Definitions and Follow-Up Action*
Environmental Impact of the Action
LO – Lack of Objections
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) review has not identified any potential environmental impacts
requiring substantive changes to the proposal. The review may have disclosed opportunities for application of mitigation
measures that could be accomplished with no more than minor changes to the proposal.
EC – Environmental Concerns
EPA review has identified environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the environment.
Corrective measures may require changes to the preferred alternative or application of mitigation measures that can reduce
these impacts.
EO – Environmental Objections
EPA review has identified significant environmental impacts that should be avoided in order to provide adequate
protection for the environment. Corrective measures may require substantial changes to the preferred alternative or
consideration of some other project alternative (including the no-action alternative or a new alternative). EPA intends to work
with the lead agency to reduce these impacts.
EU – Environmentally Unsatisfactory
EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient magnitude that they are unsatisfactory
from the standpoint of public health or welfare or environmental quality. EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce
these impacts. If the potential unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at the final EIS stage, this proposal will be
recommended for referral to the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ).
Adequacy of the Impact Statement
Category 1 – Adequate
EPA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental impact(s) of the preferred alternative and those of the
alternatives reasonably available to the project or action. No further analysis of data collection is necessary, but the reviewer
may suggest the addition of clarifying language or information.
Category 2 – Insufficient Information
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information for EPA to fully assess environmental impacts that should be
avoided in order to fully protect the environment, or the EPA reviewer has identified new reasonably available alternatives
that are within the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which could reduce the environmental impacts of the
action. The identified additional information, data, analyses or discussion should be included in the final EIS.
Category 3 – Inadequate
EPA does not believe that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially significant environmental impacts of the action,
or the EPA reviewer has identified new, reasonably available alternatives that are outside of the spectrum of alternatives
analyzed in the draft EIS, which should be analyzed in order to reduce the potentially significant environmental impacts. EPA
believes that the identified additional information, data, analyses, or discussions are of such a magnitude that they should
have full public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe that the draft EIS is adequate for the purposes of the National
Environmental Policy Act and or Section 309 review, and thus should be formally revised and made available for public
comment in a supplemental or revised draft EIS. On the basis of the potential significant impacts involved, this proposal
could be a candidate for referral to the CEQ.
* From EPA Manual 1640 Policy and Procedures for the Review of Federal Actions Impacting the Environment. February,
1987.
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Web Comment – United Way

Our organzation currently owns & occupys a commerical office building located at the above listed
address. We wish to enter the following into the officail public record as part of the Final Environmental
Impatct Statement for the Salem River Corssing project:

•Under Alternative 3, the United Way building at 455 Bliler Avenue would be displaced because
installation of ramps from Salem Parkway to the new bridge would leave eliminate the street access to
properties on the eastern end of Bliler Avenue (that is, the United Way building would be “landlocked”
with no access to the street system).
•
Under Alternatives 4C, 4D and 4E, the United Way building at 455 Bliler Avenue would be
displaced due to the widening of Salem Parkway.

Respectfully submitted,

Mike DeRochier
Interim Executive Director

Web Comment - Nick Fortey, West Salem Neighborhood Association

West Salem Neighborhood Comments on Salem River Crossing Environmental Impact Statement
(approved at June 4th Meeting)
1.
In order to provide assurance that the environmental impact statement uses the best available
science in its development and evaluation of alternatives, we consider it reasonable to ask how recent
slowing in vehicle miles traveled and the associated increase in fuel prices, economic slowdown
(globally, nationally, statewide and regionally) will affect predictions of congestion. Further, we request
verification that the travel demand model and subsequent analysis of outputs is sufficiently rigorous to
allow consideration of economic and land use effects on travel demand including the consideration of
the impacts of induced travel (additional demand created by providing new capacity), a pertinent point
given the cross sectional size of the build alternatives .
2.
The Bridgehead engineering study pointed out that operational improvements made to the ends
of the bridge could be expected to yield substantial benefits. While some of those recommended
actions have been completed the thrust of the approach to evaluate low cost operational improvements
seems to have been lost in the present study even though those improvements seems to offer
substantial benefits and directly address the project's purpose and need. We are thus concerned that
this EIS has not evaluated a reasonable range of alternatives, as numerous improvements to
intersections have apparently not been explored. These other alternatives would (especially given that
not all congestion thresholds are met in build options) ensure consistency of treatments to address the
purpose and need and, given the massive footprint of several intersections, reduce negative impacts.
For example. nowhere in the study are roundabouts mentioned although they have significant safety
benefits, a marked purpose of the action. Similarly, grade separations of high volume movements (such
as left turns) or separating through movements by grade have not been explored.
3.
Travel demand is insufficiently specified making the analysis of alternative treatment difficult.
For example, without an analysis of trip types it is not possible to determine if trips could be deferred to
other times of the day or how other alternatives could address trip patterns. By treating all travel as one
uniform type a full range of alternatives has not been studied.
4.
The removal of the discussion of tolls as simply a means of finance belies its impact in
alternative development and analysis of impacts. For example, time of day pricing may be an effective
means of shifting travel and reducing the size of intersections. Pricing by cordon, distance, mode, or
other means could affect demand and the consequent size of alternatives yet has not apparently been
explored. Similarly the means of tolling and the distribution of toll revenues could also impact
alternative development; for example, were toll revenues devoted to transit within the corridor there
may be large modal shifts possible. We consider it necessary to evaluate ways of tolling and tolling
revenue distribution as alternatives that affect the travel demand of the project.

5.
While safety is identified as a primary reason for the project the safety analysis is all qualitative
and thus does not use best available science. It is hard to discern the differences among the alternatives
on safety performance. The negative consequences seem most pronounced at the intersections yet
even with the large increase in footprints and volumes there is little analysis of differences; moreover,
we continue to maintain that alternative intersection forms need to be analyzed as reasonable
alternatives to reduce the physical footprint, aid crossings for pedestrians and bicyclists, improve level
of service, and improve safety.
6.
It is not clear to what extent an aggressive Transportation System Management/Transportation
Demand Management alternative was evaluated. For example, the presence of a large State work force
offers the opportunity to explore whether staggered start and stop times and parking strategies might
materially affect congestion levels. Active travel management to provide real-time speed management
may improve flow and safety on Highway 22 and improved signal equipment and coordination and the
use predictive traffic flow modeling along Wallace Road may further improve peak hour flows. Again,
these may not be sufficient alone but may act in concert with other alternatives to reduce the size and
thus physical impact of build alternatives and need to be explored in the document.
7.
The visual impacts are not sufficiently rendered to allow the full understanding of the totality of
the impacts of the size, context, and scale of the physical feature against the existing built and natural
landscapes. The visual impacts should be more prominently discussed in light of Statewide Planning
Goal 15 for the Willamette River Greenway calling for the preservation of scenic resources and the
Edgewater plan which calls for the development of a pedestrian oriented district (as a pointed example,
Figure 3.8-6 misstates the location and does not sufficiently identify the linear impact of the elevated
structure of the remainder of the district).
8.
Bicycle and pedestrian impacts are insufficiently described to allow an analysis of impacts and
potential mitigations. The text concentrates on the provision on the bridge itself but minimizes the
importance of the connections to the rest of the network, i.e. how would bicyclists and pedestrians
cross the intersections (distance, conflicts, presence of medians, etc) and make it safely to key origins
and destinations.
9.
Impacts to Pioneer Village range from a 10% to 20% loss of units, which we consider
substantive; further the analysis minimizes the difficulty of finding comparable housing given the
demands in Salem for low cost housing and the important loss of connectivity residents would feel in
being moved out from the Pioneer Village community.
10.
We are concerned that the impact to the Shekina Fellowship Iglesia could be considered a large
and disproportionate impact. Indeed the document makes a convincing case for its importance to the
community and the significant consequence to community cohesion should the building be physically
removed; however, the conclusion that the impact is not significant does not appear supported. This
deserves further analysis considering the impact to the community, the great difficulty in recreating a
replacement, and the apparent disproportionate impact resulting.

11.
The document should present a cost effectiveness analysis. Despite significant costs,
intersection level of service for several alternatives is only marginally improved and in several cases
worse than in the no build case. The physical location of the new crossings may reduce some travel
times but the cost for these improvements seems excessive for the benefits received and the poor
performance at many of the intersections points, again, to the need to evaluate alternative intersection
design and operations.

Web Comment – Oregon Department of State Lands
As plans evolve and the amount and degree of impacts become more refined, the Department may have
additional comments and requirements. Some of the alternatives may currently appear to have
significantly more or more serious, impact than the actual structure would cause. For example, if the
bridge piers were to land on McLane Island and were significantly elevated above the island, the only
impact of significance may be where the pier is located.
On page 3-363, 2.9.4.3, first paragraph says, “Mitigation involving grading and changes to
ground cover characteristics would be developed to demonstrate ‘no-rise' in floodway elevations.” DSL
does not support hardening and simplifying of the stream banks or removing vegetation to speed
velocities or constrict flows.
-

The work bridges will need to be evaluated for the effect on flooding potential.

Bents and piers should be engineered to withstand significant scour without the need for repair
to allow as much river migration as possible and cause as little future human disturbance as possible.
The final selected alternative will need to show avoidance and minimization of impacts to
waters of the state to the greatest extent practicable.
Mitigation will need to meet the requirements of OAR 141-085, particularly the principal
objectives at 141-085-0680.
-

Unavoidable impacts to existing mitigation sites will require mitigation ratios to be doubled.

There appears to be road stubs to nowhere (e.g. 2-47, figure 2.3-14). These would need to be
evaluated under the “avoid and minimize” criteria.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment,

Russ Klassen
Department of State Lands

develop along the Willamette River in Salem. However, federal, state, and local regulations
are stringent with respect to development in the floodplain and regulated floodway.

Mitigation Measures
The primary opportunity to mitigate hydraulic impacts to the floodway would be to reduce
the base flood elevation change. Minimizing the number of in-water piers, shaping piers in a
streamlined manner, and removing existing fills could reduce the base flood elevation
change.
Many of the mitigation measures will be developed after hydraulic designs for the bridge
had been completed. The following are potential mitigation measures:
•

Design the bridge to span the width of the natural channel. Set the abutments back onto
the overbank areas so construction would not encroach into the channel or reduce piers
in the floodplain.

•

Size bridge openings to pass the 100-year peak flood discharge with little or no increase
to the water surface elevation.

•

Minimize interior piers.

•

Investigate pier shaping to minimize energy losses.

•

Excavate part of the streambank to compensate for the permanent loss in flow area (that
is, the loss created by the installation of piers).

Findings
The preferred alternative would increase the base flood elevation of the Willamette River.
To comply with the SRC, mitigation will be needed to address the hydraulic impacts; this
step will take place during the design phase of the project.
The preferred alternative would encroach in the regulatory floodway of the Willamette
River and in the floodplains of the Willamette River and Glenn Creek. A locational
hydraulic study would be required to assess the hydraulic impacts. A final hydraulic study
would be performed for the preferred alternative, because such a study requires designs
that are close to 60 to 90 percent engineering design level.
*****
The project team will coordinate closely with DSL during advanced engineering of the
project reagarding potential water resource/riparian land impacts - proper mitigation
actions will be strategized in consultation with DSL and all other applicable federal, state,
and local agencies.
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Web Comment – Grant Neighborhood Association

Members of the Salem River Crossing Task Force,

On June 7, 2012, the Grant Neighborhood Association met and discussed the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) for the Salem River Crossing Project. After much discussion and a review of the
purposed alternatives as presented in the Draft EIS, the neighborhood association concluded that there
is an absence of a clear objective for the project and multiple, negative social-political, economic, and
environmental impacts to Salem's neighborhoods associated with the proposed alternatives. Therefore,
the Grant Neighborhood Association officially voted in favor of the no build alternative (Alternative 1).
Unfortunately, the Salem River Crossing Project lacks a clear direction and objective, with the proposed
alternatives ranging widely in size, scale, and price. While some of the alternatives focus on
making travel for those already on Hwy 22 faster (e.g. commuters), other alternatives focus on making
the connection between Interstate 5 and Hwy 22 westbound faster (e.g. commercial drivers and
visitors). This leaves us wondering what exactly is the goal of the project? While we know the project
intends to cross the Willamette River somewhere within Salem, we do not understand the intended use
of the crossing. Therefore, until a clear, substantiated objective for this project is defined, we are
obligated to support the no build alternative.
We also strongly oppose all the alternatives (except Alternative 1) due to their unacceptable impacts to
Salem's neighborhoods. Specifically, if any of the alternatives are built, the impacts to the quality of life
in the Central Area (downtown), Highland and West Salem neighborhoods would be devastating. For
example, under Alternatives 2a, 2b, 4c, 4d, and 4e much of the east side of Edgewater Street NW, a
thriving, historic commercial center in West Salem, would be demolished. Likewise, under Alternatives
3, 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, and 4e, significant numbers of residential and commercial buildings in Highland and
West Salem would be demolished. The result of these alternatives would be unsightly, elevated, noisy
roadways through historic, single-family neighborhoods and commercial centers, the displacement of
lower socio-economic residents, and negative environmental impacts on both Marion Square Park and
Wallace Marine Park.
We also strongly object to any “pass-through” efficiencies proposed at the expense of the economy of
downtown Salem. The downtown of any city should be the heart of that city. Fortunately, downtown
Salem has experienced a revitalization over the last decade resulting in new businesses and a renewed
vibrancy, even in tough economic times. Salem should not advocate to rush travelers through the
downtown area; rather, Salem should look for ways to get travelers to stop and enjoy the downtown

before continuing on their way. Of course, we understand that many of those traveling through
downtown everyday are commuters. Since the Draft EIS has identified the busiest travel times for
commuters crossing the river, we advocate that alternatives other than those already proposed be
explored. These other alternatives should truly be “alternative,” such as working with employers to
stagger start and end times for workers and encouraging workers to carpool, bus, walk or bike to work;
dedicating funds for mass transit; creating safe bike-pedestrian right-of-ways; and relieving traffic
congestion by reexamining the downtown traffic grid, etc.
Finally, we oppose the proposed alternatives because there are no funds in place to finance any
construction. Because the proposed alternatives range so widely in what each build aims to accomplish,
the price for each alternative is considerably different. If Salem cannot afford to run buses on weekends,
how can we support another river crossing? And if we are financially capable to support another
crossing, why not use those funds to support and improve our current infrastructure, invest in
alternative transportation and raise the quality of life for our residents?
In light of the Draft EIS for the Salem River Crossing Project, the Grant Neighborhood Association
strongly supports the no build alternative. Instead of building another crossing, we instead urge the task
force to advocate for a clear and prudent alternative that truly meets the needs of Salem's residents,
businesses, and visitors now and in the future.

Sincerely,

Sam Skillern
Co-Chair

Eric Bradfield
Co-Chair

Web Comment – Marion County Farm Bureau

Hello on behalf of Marion County Farm Bureau, I would like to submit the following comments.

1. Any new bridge locations should take into account the ease and accessibility of moving agricultural
equipment.

2. Any new bridge locations should consider the ease of truck transportation.

The agricultural industry generates a large economic impact in the mid Willamette Valley. Access to
transportation infrastructure that is efficient and accommodating to large trucks and over sized farm
equipment is crucial to the ag industries economic viability. Moving equipment and commodities is
important, as is the transportation of the support materials needed for the ag industry, such as fuel,
fertilizer, and other materials that farmers and their various support industries require. Due to the
current bridge being in a highly developed downtown area it is difficult for trucks to maneuver safely
and efficiently. Large trucks and other large equipment are not designed for use in a a highly developed
city core. A bridge farther north with access to the Salem Parkway (as several design proposals indicate)
would be much more efficient for trucks. There would still be the issue of trucks in a highly developed
area in West Salem if the truck were needing to travel farther west on Highway 22. a direct route from
the a new northern bridge to highway 22 would be needed.

Regards,
John Zielinski
Marion County Farm Bureau,
President

